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MM 1231.1: MATHEMATICS ll - CALCULUS W|TH APPLICATIONS. IN PHYSICS - II

(201 8 Admission Onwards)

Time : 3 Hours Max- Marks : 80

SECTION _ I

. Answer the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each.

1. Find the complex conjugate of the complex numbet z=(x+si)Qv+2ix).

2. Findthesumof the complex numbers 1+2i,-3+4i and2 6i .

3. Find the argument of the complex number z - 'l+ .,13i .
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5. Let r(x,y)=t"n-'[I] rino 4.
\x/ ix

6. State Pappu's second theorem.

7. Find JoJolodrdyd,
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B. Find the Laplacian of the scalar field E=xy2z3.

9. Define v .a in spherical polar coordinales, where a is a vector field.

10. The position vector of a particle at lime in Cartesian coordinales is given by
4t)=2t'zi+(3t 2)i+$t2 -1)k. Find the velocity of the particle.

SECTION II

Answer any eight questions among the questions 11 to 22. These questions carry
2 marks each.

1 1 . Evaluate lm (cosh2 z).

12. Solve the hyperbolic equation coshx - 5sinhx - 5 = 0.

13. Evaluate t e2' ,in3rd*.
J

14. Show that the differential df - x2dy (y2 t xy)dx is not exact.

15. Find the total derivative of f(x,y)=x2 +3xy with respect to x, given that

y-srn x.

16. Find the Taylor expansion, up to quadratic terms in x-2 and y-3 of
f(x,y)= yerv about the poinl x =2, y =3.

t3.4
17. Evaluate 

),, Jr@O -2xV)dVdx.

18. A semi-circular uniform lamina is freely suspended from one of its corners. Show
that its straight edge makes an angle of 23.0o with the vertical.

19. Evaluate the double integral [[-x2y dxdy, wherc R is the triangular areaJJR .

bounded bythe lines x=0, y=0 and x+y=1.

20. Find div F and curl F or the vector field F (x,y,z) = x2 i - 2i + yzk.
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21. For the tunclion q = x2y a yz al lhe point (1,2, 1), find its rate of change with
distance in the direction a = i +2 j +3k .

22. The position vector of a particle in plane polar coordinates is r(r) = p(r)ap . Flnd p
expressions for the velocity and acceleration of the particle in these coordinates.

SECTION III

Answer any six questions among the questions 23 to 31. These questions carry
4 marks each.

23. Bv writino lt - 1t tT 
and considerino "[ . evaluate .ot ( " ).' -12 3 4 " \12)

24. Provethat r"rn', =)"(t,'_i). -'t r -,.

25. Prove that z'* L-2 cosrd and z'-1=2isinne.where z=eio.
zn zn

26. The function f(x,y) satisfies the differential equation y9+x9=0. t,'Ax dy

changing to new variables u-x2 -f2 andv=2xy, show that I is a function of

x2 y2 only-

27. The temperature of apoint (x,y\ona unitcircleisgivenbyT(x,y1=1art.7in6
the temperature of the two hottest points on the circle.

28. ldentify the curved wedge bounded by the surface y2:4ax,x+z=a and z=O
and hence calculate its volume V.

29. Find the LacoOln $l{ of the transformation u - xy,v = y,w = x+2.
a@,v.w)

30. Prove that curl a=Vx(Vxa)=V(Y.a)-v2a.
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31. For the twisted space curve giyen parametricaily by x=au(3 u'),y=3au'.
z : au(3 + u2 ) . Show that the radius of curvature at u is 3a(1+ u2 )2 .

SECTION IV

Answer any two questions among the question 32 to 35. These questions carry
15 marks each.

32. (a) Use the lvloivre's theorem with n = 4 to prove that
1

cos4e =8cos4 0-8cos2 d+1. and deduce that .orL =(2* J2)'
"""8 -[ 4 )'

(b) By diffentiatinn e(a*D)rand separating real and imaginary parts, find the
derivatives of ea' cosbx and eu' sin bx.

33. (a) Find the stationary values of I 6,y y 4x2 +4y2 a xo 6x2 . y2 +yo and classify
them as maxima, minima or saddle points.

(b) Suppose that

when 0=f .

a; ;----;w 'lx'ty'.2',x=cos9.y sine, z- tanq. -. dwFtnd 
-d0

s4. (a) Evaluate l- e-f ox .

(b) A tetrahedron is bounded by the three coordinale surfaces and the plane

L*{n!=l and has density p1x,y,z7: po(t * L'J. a'no,n" average vatuea b x '"\ a)
of the density.

35. .(a) Express the vector lield a = yzi - yj + xz2 k in cylindrical polar coordinates,
and hence calculate its divergence.

(b) DeriveFrenet-Serretformulae.
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